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Most of The people got there new machine or laptop from one of the popular manufactures such as
Acer, HP, Toshiba, Dell, Lenovo; who all have the same windows. They can't give you the real or
original Window 7 installation disc with your purchased system. Even did not give you the recover
CD. It maybe causes the system crash or disk boot failure. Disk boot failure could be caused by
many possibilities such as boot options are not set properly in BIOS/CMOS. There are also many
other possibilities like bad sectors in your hard disk. There are a lot of reasons that can cause the
boot failures. These failures include hardware, software, registry, system, virus, and many other
issues. Mostly the boot disk failure or physically dump memory blue screen occurred due to the hard
disk failure. It is harmful for all the computers. Sometime it can resolve by only change or replace
the battery of your laptop. Mostly the hardware fault can damage the system. It can be done when
you remove some peripherals device from the system and can't be removed. It may cause the sever
problem for the computer. If you want to control the hardware lose. For that; we need the
redundancy hardware module. In which one is normal called active and the other redundant is
called Standby.

Physical dump memory is also occurred by installing the malicious software, which is harmful for
your system. It shows that more than 75% of computer error or faults are due to the installation of
harmful software. This software is unregistered, and some of them are not compatible to Windows
7. This software is harmful for your system and may cause many problems for your system. Most of
the users download many data from the web sites and share them to their friends. Data moving from
one source to other source via USB also contains the virus, which is harmful for your system. Virus
is harmful for your system and may cause many problems to system. It can be protect by installing
the register Antivirus, which can control the attacks of the system. Some of the software that you
installed are heavy and freeze your system. Disk failure is due to the registry remains on your
system. Most of The users delete the harmful software from the computers, but their registry
remains there. For that; you need to remove the useless registry from your system by Windows
registry editor. It is used to delete the registry manually from the computer. There is also much
registry software available on the internet sites to remove the registry. These harmful registry loads
on the system and corrupt the windows. You can easily boot disk for windows 7 by inserting the
boot disk in the system.

There are many solutions to prevent your system from these factors. You can easily prevent your
system by manually creates the restore points of your system. If the physical dump memory occurs,
you need to restore the computer from the system restore point.
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